Population heteromorphisms of Ag-stained nucleolus organizer regions (NORs) in the acrocentric chromosomes of East Indians.
The nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) of acrocentric chromosomes in 70 normal East Indians were examined by Ag-staining (NSG) and acridine orange reverse banding (RFA) techniques. The Ag-stainability of NORs was variable from one individual to another but characteristics were constant within each individual. The average modal number of Ag-positive NORs per individual was eight. A racial difference in the expression of NORs is suggested. To study the heteromorphism of NORs, the NSG technique was found to be more useful than RFA. Furthermore, it is concluded that there is no direct relationship between a heteromorphism of NORs identified by NSG and that identified by the RFA technique. Quantitative data on these differences is provided. In addition NOR-regions are classified into five sizes namely; very large, large, medium, small, and very small using subjectively defined criteria.